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The Power of Words to Shape Reality—Hughes 23:6/22–27
The Presence of a Pastoral Musician—*Harbor* 29:1/48–49
The Promise of Something Better—*DuVall* 32:1/43–45
The Psalmist: Leader of Poetic Prayer—*Simmons* 29:3/21–24
The Purpose of All Our Worship—*John Paul II* 23:2/17–19
The Purpose of the Homily: Theory Meets Practice in Remembering Leon C. Roberts—*Kemp* 23:4/38–43
The Real Issue Seems to Be Church—*Truitt, G.* 22:5/30–39
The Right Music Effects Transformative Worship—*Burke-Sullivan* 29:4/21–23
The Role of Processions in the Bible—*Boadt* 26:6/13–15
The Solesmes Method: Then and Now—*Kelly* 32:5/23–26
The Spirituality That We Sing—*Haas* 28:2/18–25
The Stance of Admiration: Music and Campus Liturgy—*Warner, S.* 26:5/19–21
The “Supra-Regional” Roman Rite: An Answer for Our Multicultural Assemblies?—*Francis* 27:4/62–64
The Threefold Vocation of the Pastoral Musician—*Westermeyer* 28:6/9–12
The Unifying Power of Music—*Weind* 32:1/54–58
The Volunteer Choir: Foundations for Music Ministry Success—*Doiron* 26:3/26–30
There Is More to Do Than We Have Done—*Funk* 26:1/49–50
There’s Still a Place for the Guitarist—*Glover* 22:2/30–31
Think about These Things—*Rubis Bauer* 25:3/59–60
Three Challenges We Face as a Eucharistic Church—*Truitt, G.* 29:2/25–27, 30–33
Three Judgments, One Evaluation—*Mathers* 32:4/27–29
Three Reflections on Music Ministry—*Alflen, Lehnerer, McCoy* 24:5/18–19
Thy Kingdom Come—*Cantu* 28:5/59–60
To Be Transformed into the Body of Christ—*Foley, E.* 28:1/43–52
To Hallow Time Spent, Not Simply Things Done—*Dumm* 23:3/48–49
To Live Church More Authentically: Ministry with Asian and Pacific Catholics in the United States—*Cruz and Rosanna* 27:4/19-21
To Reconcile God's People: The Gift and the Task—*Mahony* 24:1/46–53
To the House of the Lord—*Prendergast* 30:3/29–31
To Whom Do We Pray?—*Koenke* 23:5/25–28
*Tres Reyes Magos, Many Cultures*—*Fernández* 28:4/27–29
Trusting the Living God—*Funk* 24:4/45–48
Trying to Make a Difference in the Lives of Young Catholics—*Tomaszek* 27:3/34–35
Twenty Years and Still Singing—*Funk* 21:1/17–20
2004 Regional Conventions—*Participants* 29:1/74–76
2006 Regional Conventions—*Participants* 31:1/71–72

**U**
Understand What You Do, Imitate What You Celebrate—*Ford* 29:2/21–24
Urgent Questions—*Mannion, Joncas* 21:5/17–22
Using Chant Repertoire in Today’s Liturgy—*Funk* 32:5/33–35

**V**
Vibrant Congregational Singing Changes Parishes . . . and the World—*Kane* 28:3/71–72
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Vietnamese Catholic Church Music Expresses Inner Feelings—Xuan Thao and Zaragoza 27:4/28–29
Virginia Tech: Music Ministry and a Monday in April—Schamus 31:6/12–15
Visioning Liturgy as the Prayer of the Whole Church—Shortal 27:6/15–19
Voices of Hope for a Renewed Liturgy—Trautman 27:1/33–40

W
Walking Will Take Us Homeward By and By—Ford 26:6/58–60
We Dare to Pray . . . in Song—Truitt, G. 31:5/19–21
We Don’t Need Vibrant Worship “with Youth”; We Need Vibrant Worship, Period—Haas 24:5/31–32, 39–42
We Have a Right to the Rites—Cummings 22:5/23–25
We Need Contemporary, Humanly Attractive Songs for the Liturgy—Dufner 31:6/20–23
We Need to Be Advocates for Youth—Haas 22:4/31–32, 39–43
We Offer You, Father, This Life Giving Bread—Untener 21:2/25–27
What about the Fountain?—DiNardo 30:4/41–42
What Do We Sing Now?—Savage 29:1/26–32
What Do You Mean, Someone Wants to Play Bass for My Choir?—Montgomery, M. 25:5/11–15
What Does a Pastoral Musician Need to Know About Liturgy?—McMahon, Prendergast 22:6/27–32
What Does “Common Ground” Mean?—Joncas 21:2/34–38
What Is Procession—Schlichting 26:6/12
What I’ve Learned from Pastoral Musicians—Funk 31:4/36–38
Whatever Happened to the Sung Credo?—Piscitelli 21:6/10–15
“Whatever Leads to Union”: Three Basic Elements—Baima 24:4/33–35
What’s Happening to Pastoral Music?—Day 21:3/41–43
When The Restoration Comes . . . —Day 22:5/66–68
Where Hearts Must Break: Pastoral Musician as Prophetic Minister—Harmon 28:6/21–25
Where Is the Joy? Where Is the Passion?—Doran 30:1/46–51
Where There’s a Psalm, There Should Be a Psalmist—Simmons 31:2/28–29, 32
Who Are We? Diversity, Unity, and Balance—Harbor 28:1/32–36
Why Catholic Youth Can’t—or Won’t—Sing—Brinker 22:4/28–30
Why Ignorance of the Bible Makes Good Liturgical Observance Impossible—Sloyan 24:1/25–32
Will This Be a “New Moment in Liturgical Catechesis”?—McMahon 27:5/25–27
Word Made Flesh: Crossroad in the Community—Trapp and Susag 29:5/49–50
Words That Speak . . . and Act—Irwin 26:2/28–35

Y
You Have to Be There: Liturgy Requires Bodies—Huck 22:5/20–22
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Young People Respond . . . to Good Liturgy—Anslinger 22:4/13–15